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Pension planning – pre retirement
Using pensions still remains the most effective way of reducing tax. Up 
to £40,000 can be paid into a pension, with basic rate tax relief available 
at source, making the net cost £32,000. A pension fund does not pay 
tax within the fund, making the underlying investment extremely tax 
efficient. If you are a higher rate/additional rate tax payer, further tax 
relief may also be available. Up to 25% of the fund can be paid out tax 
free on retirement and death benefits are tax free up to age 75.

Pensions offer a lot of flexibility in the assets that can be held in them, for 
example, you can hold commercial property or land and direct shares 
within the plan, as well as investment funds. 

Pensions – post retirement
We are able to help you plan your finances post retirement. Firstly, to 
make them as tax efficient as possible and secondly to help you make 
sure you do not run out of money. We use cash flow forecasting to help 
you see how much income you are going to need in retirement and, 
making certain assumptions, how long your money will last. 

Using a combination of pensions and other investments and income 
sources, we are able to maximise tax allowances and reduce personal 
income tax liabilities.

Investing for the future
ISAs offer tax efficient capital growth or income. Like pensions, the funds 
held do not pay Income Tax or Capital Gains Tax, however, on death, the 
value of ISA assets will be included in the value of your estate. Married 
couples are now able to inherit ISA funds from their spouse on death, 
meaning the tax efficient status is retained.

General Investment Accounts (GIAs) are similar in structure to ISAs, 
however, income and gains generated by the underlying investments 
are liable to Income Tax and Capital Gains Tax (subject to the usual 
allowances). Investments held in a GIA can be moved seamlessly into 
ISAs at the start of a new tax year.

Investment management
Our portfolios meet a number of different risk levels. We have chosen 
our investment partners based on extensive due diligence to ensure 
they continue to meet our investment objectives, which are aligned with 
your long term requirements. 

As people become more aware of the damage being done to our 
planet, we have a growing number of environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) portfolios available. These portfolios will only invest in 
sustainable investments, that consider the long term impact on society, 
environment and the performance of the business. 

We want to build long term relationships with our clients and helping 
you achieve your personal investment objectives is key to this. 

Tax efficient investing
In addition to mainstream investments, we are also able to help you 
invest in tax efficient investments such as Enterprise Investment 
Schemes, Seed Enterprise Investments and Venture Capital Trusts. 
These investments carry a high risk of loss, but also a chance of high 
returns, and are not suitable for everyone.

Inheritance Tax Planning (IHT)
Acting alongside your tax advisers, we are able to help you plan to either 
pay or mitigate any IHT that is due on your estate. 

We are able to advise on trust based investments specifically designed 
to mitigate IHT.

For clients who do not want to gift money, we are able to look at 
alternative investments using Business Property Relief legislation to 
mitigate IHT.

We can also help you provide a lump sum to pay any IHT due on death 
by insuring your life for an amount equivalent to the expected tax due.

Ellacotts Wealth Planning provides independent financial advice to compliment the advice given to you by your 
Ellacotts accountancy team. Working closely with your accountant, we are able to ensure that your financial 
planning needs are aligned to both your personal and business requirements.

We are able to help you and your business plan for the future in terms of retirement and also planning for the unexpected. As Independent 
Financial Advisers, we review the whole of the market to ensure the recommendations we make are suited to your needs and requirements.

At our initial meeting, we will discuss at length your future objectives, timescales for achieving these, as well establishing your attitude to risk 
and capacity for loss. If you have existing plans in place, we would ask you to sign letters of authority so we can obtain information on these 
plans to assess whether they remain suitable for your needs.

Areas we can help



Our client gave her three children a share in a piece of land in 2018. The 
land was sold for £18m in 2019 and each child received £5m.
The children were concerned that should their mother die in the next 
six years, they would have an IHT bill of £6m. They wanted to have an 
insurance policy on their mother’s life to cover the potential IHT bill.

We looked at a ‘Gift Inter-Vivos’ plan, which is specifically designed to 
decrease in line with the tapering tax on a Potentially Exempt Transfer 
(PET) or gift. Although the cover decreased, the premium remained 
constant throughout the term of the policy. We also considered a 
level term assurance plan, whereby both premium and cover remain 
constant throughout the term.

Finally, we considered a series of smaller life policies over 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 
years with each plan covering £1.2M.

The cost of the Gift Inter-Vivos plan was £5,665.50 per month, so over 6 
years, this would cost the clients £407,916.

The cost of level term assurance for £6m over 6 years was £5,746.53 per 
month, so total cost £413,750.

The initial cost of the series of plans was £5,224.23 per month, but this 
reduced after 2 years, 3 years and so on, so cost in year 6 was £1,156.38 
per month. 

The total cost of cover was thereby reduced to £255,518.

There was a significant saving for our client, as they were only actually 
paying for the cover they needed.

As the cover was to protect a gift, we also set up a Bare Trust so that 
benefits did not fall back into the client’s estate and thus be taxed to IHT. 
A Bare Trust was used rather than a Discretionary Trust as the recipients 
of the gift were specific people and would not change.

Case Study - Life Assurance to protect a gift
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Information for readers:
Ellacotts Wealth Planning Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, registration number 611045. Registered in England and Wales under 
company number 07801188.

Please note, Inheritance Tax Planning is not regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, but any plans we recommend to mitigate IHT are regulated by the FCA.

For more information about Ellacotts and our services, please visit www.ellacottswealth.co.uk

Inheritance Tax planning generally involves giving up access to capital or income from the capital. For example, a discounted gift trust will give a regular 
income, but you have no access to the capital as if has been gifted to the trust. There are other options which give the best of both worlds. A couple of 
different options we have used in the past are explained below.

Using Business Property Relief
In this example, we were asked by the children to look at mitigating some of the IHT on their mother’s estate. The mother was aged 80 at the time and 
her health was deteriorating. Her children had been granted power of attorney over her affairs. This meant that it was harder to make gifts from the 
estate. As well as property and business assets, there was a considerable amount held in various cash and equity based ISAs. After extensive discussions 
with the children, it was agreed that the ISA money would be transferred into an Alternative Investment Market (AIM) ISA. 

After extensive research, we chose a well known discretionary manager who have a team dedicated to this type of investing.

The AIM market invests in smaller companies which benefit from Business Property Relief (BPR). Assets that qualify for BPR are exempt from IHT after 
being held for 2 years. Unlike gifting, there is no tapering, so if death occurs after 1 year and 364 days, no relief is allowed. These investments are high risk, 
meaning there is a higher chance of losing money, but because of the volatility, there is a higher chance of making money.

An alternative to discounted gift trusts
As detailed above, a discounted gift trust will provide a regular income, but no access to capital. There is an alternative for clients who want to gift money 
into a trust, but may want access to capital in the future. A flexible reversion trust settles an amount into a bare trust, which then settles the investment 
to a discretionary trust. The amount settled to the trust is a chargeable lifetime transfer, so remains in your estate for seven years. The money is invested 
in an Investment Bond and any growth is outside of your estate immediately. The bond is segmented, and each segment is allocated a maturity date. 
At maturity, you have the option to take all, some or none of the maturing segments. If you select some or none, the maturity date is deferred until the 
following year.

The important point to remember here is access is only available once a year. So if maturities are deferred and 6 months later you want access to the 
money, you have to wait until the next maturity date.

This client was referred to us by his brother and sister, both of whom have benefited from our advice. To summarise, he had 7 pensions with 3 different 
providers. He had no idea of what his pensions were worth or how they were invested. 

After establishing his objectives, we wrote to all the providers and got up to date information on all of these plans. From the initial information, we could 
see that one plan could have protected tax free cash, so we asked the provider to calculate this figure for us. Once it was established that the plan did 
have entitlement to more than 25% tax free cash, we recommended retaining the plan. With the remaining 6 plans, we consolidated these into one plan 
and invested in a portfolio to meet the client’s attitude to risk. 

Now the client has just two pensions, invested in line with his desired level of risk. His consolidated pension fund is now actively managed by a 
professional fund manager, and the overall cost of the plan is less than his previous plans. He is now paying for ongoing advice, so has the reassurance 
that he has someone he can speak to about his financial planning at any time. He also knows exactly what he has in his pension funds and where  
they are.

Case Study - Pension Consolidation

Case Study - Inheritance Tax


